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CUBE4 RGB Cube Assembly Guide

At first glance the 4x4x4 RGB Cube (which we often just call the "Cube4") may seem very 

complicated to assemble because there are so many parts. However, it's not as difficult as 

it may look, and at the end you'll be proud to show it off and tell people that you built it! 

Just take it slowly and carefully, make sure you understand the instructions before you 

begin, and be careful to follow each of the steps without skipping ahead.

So, let's get started!

1. Check Parts List

The Cube4 kit contains the following items:

•1 x "Cube USB" controller board
•1 x micro USB cable
•8 x "stick" PCBs labelled Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3, Z0, Z1, Z2, & Z3
•4 x "plane" PCBs (identical)
•64 x 8mm RGB LEDs
•4 x black plastic stand-offs with threads
•4 x black plastic nuts

Lay the parts out on a bench and check them against the parts list. It's a good idea to tip 
the LEDs into a small container to prevent any getting lost: don't just let them roll around 

on the table. A take-away food container with a lid is perfect. 



2. Gather Required Tools

Assembling the Cube4 requires soldering, and you'll need to connect it to a computer in 

order to program it. Make sure you have the following items:

•Soldering iron
•Fine solder
•Side cutters
•A square-edged book or builder's set square
•Optional: masking tape, rubber bands, and/or Blu-Tac
The rest of these instructions assume that you know how to solder. 

3. Fit RGB LEDs to Plane PCBS

Each of the four plane PCBs needs 16 RGB LEDs fitted to it. There are two things to be 

very careful of with this step, and if you get either of them wrong you'll have a very hard 

time trying to fix it so make sure you do it right the first time.

Firstly, make sure you have the plane PCBs the right way up. Look closely on the 

central connectors, and you'll see the URL "www.freetronics.com" printed very small in the 

middle. That indicates the top of the plane PCB, so put them down on the bench in front of 

you with the URL up. The bottom of the plane PCBs are blank with no text on them.

Secondly, check every LED very carefully as you fit it to make sure you do it the right 

way around. The LEDs have four legs, with one leg longer than the others. It's critical that 

the longest leg goes into the correct hole in the plane PCB for your Cube4 to work 

properly. You'll kick yourself if you get to the end, turn it on, and discover that one or more 

of the LEDs is fitted backwards.

Look closely at the plane PCB and you'll see that the second hole in each LED location 

has a small white bar above it, and the gold pad is square instead of round like the other 

holes. The LED must be inserted so that the longest leg goes into that hole, as shown 

here:



You will need to gently spread out the legs of each LED to insert it into the plane PCB, 

then wiggle it down until it sits firmly about 5mm above the PCB. Here's a close-up to help 

you identify the correct orientation and position: 

Depending on how confident you feel, you can either fit and solder the LEDs one at a time 

or fit them all and then solder them in one go. Here's a view of a plane PCB upside down 

with all the LEDs inserted and soldered, ready for the leads to be cut off: 

Now is the time to make one last check that you put in all the LEDs the right way around. 

Hold up the plane PCB and look along the rows of LED leads, making sure that the longest

leads are all in a row and none are inserted the wrong way around. 



If you're happy with the assembly so far, use a pair of side-cutters to trim off each lead just 

above the solder joint. It's a good idea to hold the leads as you cut them so they don't fly 

off and stick in the carpet or your eye.

Once you're done, you'll have a plane PCB complete with 16 RGB LEDs fitted to it, like 

this:

One down, three to go. Repeat this whole step for each of the four plane PCBs. 

4. Fit Controller Board Standoffs

The Cube4 controller board is designed to be used "upside down" compared to a typical 

PCB. All the parts are mounted on the bottom so they are hidden away once the Cube4 

has been assembled, so they need special protection to stop them being bashed around 

when you put the Cube4 down.

The four black plastic standoffs screw through the four corners of the controller board from

underneath (the component side, remember) with nuts on top to hold them in place. Put 

them in place and screw them up finger-tight: don't put too much pressure on them using 

pliers because you can strip the thread. See the next step for an example of how the 

controller board sits on the standoffs.



5. Prepare Stick PCBs

The eight "stick" PCBs are supplied attached to carrier strips, so you need to separate 

them out. There is a small groove in the PCB material at each end of every stick, so by 

grasping the carrier strips in your fingers or a pair of pliers you should be able to wiggle it 

back and forth until the sticks break free. Be careful not to break the sticks themselves!

If you look closely at the sticks you will see they have unique designators on them, 

corresponding to designators on the controller board. Sit the controller board in front of you

on a flat bench so that the URL and Freetronics logo is facing you, as shown below, and 

lay out the sticks beside it so that the stick designators match the positions on the 

controller board.

It's very important that you match up the stick positions to the controller board, 

because if you get them in the wrong spot your Cube4 won't work. 



6. Fit Reference Sticks

Assembling the 3D structure of the Cube4 is probably the most tricky part of the whole 

process. There are many ways you can do it, but having assembled many Cube4s 

ourselves we think the method we'll show you here is the simplest.

Use your soldering iron to "tin" just one of the pads on the controller board for the Y3 stick,

which should be at the back left if you have the Cube4 sitting as shown in the photos. 

"Tinning" means flowing a little bit of solder onto the surface with your soldering iron, 

without attaching anything else to it.

Next, tin the corresponding pad on stick Y3 so that it has a light coating of solder on it. 

Note that the sticks have to be fitted so that the little notches on one side are towards the 

middle of the controller board, so check the orientation before you tin the pad.

Now hold the stick in place in the controller board, trying to keep it as straight as possible, 

and use your soldering iron to "re-flow" the solder between the pad on the controller board 

and the pad on the stick. This will hold the stick in place temporarily. Don't solder the other 

joints yet, because that will make the joint very strong and you won't be able to adjust the 

alignment of the stick.

Now it's time for fine adjustment. If you have a builder's set square, sit it on the workbench 

next to the controller board and use it to check whether the stick is properly vertical both 

left/right and front/back, like this:

You can also see in that picture the correct orientation of the stick, with the notches 

towards the middle. 

If you don't have a set-square, don't worry, you can use a square-edged book to achieve 

the same result. 



Use your soldering iron to re-flow the solder on the pad several times if necessary, 

adjusting the stick until you're confident that it's as perfectly vertical as you can manage. 

When you're satisfied that it's right, solder the other three joints between the controller 

board and the stick, using just enough solder to generously bridge the gap between the 

horizontal and vertical pads. Make sure the solder has adhered properly to the pads and 

hasn't just pooled on one side of the joint or the other.

The next stick to fit is Y0, on the front left of the controller board. Use the same technique, 

but this time you have the benefit of the first stick in place as a reference. In addition to 

checking that it's square, you can measure between the tops and bottoms of the sticks to 

make sure they're the same distance apart at the top as they are at the bottom. In the 

following photo it looks like they're out of alignment, but that's just because of the camera 

angle. They're actually perfectly aligned, and yours should be too:



Repeat the process for the other left sticks, Y1 and Y2. You should now have the left side 

structure of your Cube4 all in place: 

Make sure all four solder joints are complete on every stick. 

7. Position Plane PCBs

This next step is tricky to explain, but should make sense when you try to do it yourself.

Pick up one of the plane PCBs that you prepared earlier, and slot it sideways into the 

bottom position on the four vertical sticks. Wiggle it into position until the place PCB is 

neatly settled in the notches in the sticks to set it in the correct vertical position.

Next, without letting go of the plane PCB, use your other hand to pick up one of the middle

sticks for the right side (either Z1 or Z2) and pop it into position. By aligning the plane PCB

with the notch in the right hand stick you should be able to make it sit on the bench self-

supporting.

Now you can stretch out a rubber band and put it down over the sticks so that it pulls the 

right hand stick in tight against the plane PCB. It should now all be fairly self-supporting. 

You can alternatively use masking tape or Blu-Tac to achieve a similar end result.

Don't solder anything yet! First we need to get all four plane PCBs in place, supported by 

the single loose stick on the right side. Fit each plane PCB in turn, slipping it down from 

the top until it's in place between the five sticks. 



Don't worry if one of the plane PCBs falls out of place while your fitting one above it: the 

important thing is just to get them all in, and then you can wiggle them around until they 

are all sitting where they should be.

The end result should look something like this:

Look over the assembly very carefully, checking that every plane PCB is in the correct 

place and that you don't have any of them turned around backwards. Remember that the 

text "www.freetronics.com" should be on the top of each plane, and facing towards the 

front. You should also see that the gold pads on the sides of the sticks align accurately 

with the gold pads on the top and bottom of each plane PCB. 



8. Solder Plane / Stick Joints

Once you're happy with the alignment of all the planes, solder across the joints between 

the plane PCBs and the sticks. You don't need to do every joint at this stage: you just need

to do enough to make sure all the planes and sticks are fixed relative to each other, and 

that the structure won't move.

Also solder the right-hand stick into place on the controller board. You may need to push 

down gently on the top of the stick to make everything sit in place as you solder it.

Once the right-side stick is soldered in place you won't need the rubber band anymore, so 

you can cut it to get it out of the Cube4.

9. Fit Remaining Sticks and Solder Joints

At this point you should have a fairly complete structure, but with the final three sticks still 

missing from the right side. Put them in place now, soldering them to both the controller 

board and the plane PCBs. It may be easiest to lay the Cube4 down on its left side so you 

can pop the right side sticks into place and have them sit nicely ready to solder.

Now that the structure is complete, go over every joint and make sure they're soldered. 

Note that the joints between the sticks and planes need to be soldered both top and 

bottom, so you probably need to turn your Cube4 over like a roast on a spit as you work 

your way around all the angles.

10. Power Up And Run Test Pattern

The Cube4 comes with a sketch pre-installed that runs through a test pattern, then ends 

by flickering random colours on individual LEDs. Use the supplied micro USB cable to 

connect your Cube4 to a computer or phone charger to supply it with the 5V it needs to 

operate. The controller takes several seconds to start, will begin scanning through the 

LEDs one by one.

Watch the test pattern as it progresses through to the end and begins twinkling random 

colours. If there are problems with any of the LEDs you should be able to see it during the 

test pattern sequence.



Installing the USB driver file for Windows

Windows (before Windows 10) requires a driver information file to be loaded for the Cube4

so that it knows to treat it as a Serial Port device.

Installing the driver file is a once only requirement, Windows will retain it for any future 

Freetronics products you connect.

Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows 10 do not require any driver installation: they will set up 

the device automatically. (See below for some notes about Windows 10.)

Installation steps:

• Download the "FreetronicsUSBDrivers_v2_2.zip" archive to your computer. Unzip the 
contents to a separate folder (you can do this by right-clicking the Zip File in Explorer and 
choosing "Extract All".) Make note of the directory where you've extracted the contents. 

• Connect your Cube4 to a USB port on your computer. On some Windows versions you will
see a message pop up that installation failed, as Windows doesn't yet know about the new
driver. If an installation wizard window opens, you can Cancel it.

• Next, we're going to open Device Manager.

• In Windows 7 or Vista, click on the Start Menu and type "Device Manager", then press 
Enter.

• In Windows 8 or 8.1, press Win+X to show the "Power User Menu", then click Device 
Manager.

• In older versions of Windows., select Run..., type in devmgmt.msc and press Enter.
(The devmgmt.msc above is the quick way, there are other ways to get to Device Manager
via the Control Panel -> System, or right-click My Computer and select Properties -> 
Hardware -> Device Manager.)

• Look at the "Other Devices" entry. Your Cube4 device will be listed there with a mark 
against it until we show Windows the driver file we downloaded.

• Right-click the entry, and choose "Update Driver..."

• Next, choose "Browse my computer for Driver Software".

• Lastly, in the Browse window, navigate to the folder where you extracted the contents of 
the Zip file

• Follow the remaining prompts and Windows will install the driver.

• After installation is complete, you can delete the files you downloaded. 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0045/8932/files/FreetronicsUSBDrivers_v2_2.zip


Updating:

If you already have a previous version of the driver, you can update by following the same 

steps shown above. You don't need to update if all your devices are already working 

properly.

Windows 10

On Windows 10, a driver should automatically be loaded the first time the USB device is 

connected. The process may take a minute or so. After installing, the device will appear 

under the "Ports (COM & LPT)" section in Windows device manager. The label on the 

entry will be a generic "USB Serial Device".

If you'd like the device to have a more specific label in Device Manager, download the 

drivers as specified above and then right click the generic Serial Port and choose "Update 

Driver..." to browse to the new driver directory. This doesn't change any functionality (the 

COM port works either way), only the label in Device Manager!

Windows Drivers Download URL:

https://goo.gl/EJQdcS  

CUBE4 RGB Cube Custom Firmware

The 4x4x4 RGB Cube is Arduino compatible, and has the same ATmega32u4 MCU as 

found in the Arduino Leonardo. The Cube ships with test pattern firmware already loaded, 

but you can replace it with one of our example sketches or write your own.

Download And Install Arduino IDE

If you don't have the Arduino IDE already installed, download and install the current 

version to suit your operating system from www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software 

Install The Cube4 Library

Download the Cube4 library from the Freetronics repository on GitHub and install it in your 

Arduino IDE. Visit the following repository in your browser, and click the "ZIP" button near 

the top left to download it as a ZIP archive:

                                           https://github.com/freetronics/Cube4 

Uncompress the archive and rename the folder to "Cube4", then move it into your 

sketchbook/libraries/ folder. Restart the IDE.

https://github.com/freetronics/Cube4
http://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
https://goo.gl/EJQdcS


Example Sketches

After installing the Cube4 library and restarting the IDE, you will now have new entries in 

the examples menu at File -> Examples -> Cube4. Look through them for examples of 

different patterns you can run on your Cube4.

The examples are also a good way to learn how to write your own sketches to run on your 

Cube4. Look at the sketch source code to see how they address and update LEDs.

CUBE4 RGB Cube Command List

The 4x4x4 RGB LED Cube driver library supports direct commands sent to the Cube via 

USB. Using the Arduino IDE, open the serial console and set the speed to 115,200bps. 

You can then type commands into the input box at the top, and press ENTER to send 

them to the Cube.

All commands must end with a semicolon, ";".

You can use a combination of commands, location identifiers, and colours to specify 

different results on the Cube. To get started, try typing in the following commands to see 

what happens. Later you can read the explanation below to understand how the 

commands work, and how to create your own.

help;
all red;
all green;
setplane X0 red;
set 300 blue;
set 333 pink;
copyplane X 3 2;
moveplane X 2 0 green;

Defining Locations

You can reference different locations within the matrix in several ways, depending on 

whether you want to specify anything from a single LED to the entire Cube.

Select A Specific LED

The Cube uses X, Y, and Z coordinates to identify each individual LED within the matrix. 

The values in each axis can range from position 0 to position 3, and the X/Y/Z values are 

stated together so it looks like a 3-digit number. All axes begin with their "0" position in the 

front bottom left corner of the Cube, which is referred to as position "000".

The X axis projects horizontally towards the right. The higher the X value, the further right 

you go.



The Y axis projects horizontally towards the back. The higher the Y value, the further back 

you go.

The Z axis projects vertically towards the top. The higher the Z value, the further up you 

go.

For example, to specify the LED in the front bottom right corner, you move across the X 

axis to position 3 but leave the Y and Z axis unchanged so the coordinates are "300". To 

get to the top right front corner you move across the X axis and up the Y axis, to 

coordinates "330". And for the back top left position you leave X unchanged, move back on

the Y axis, and move up on the Z axis to "033".

Select A Plane / Layer

The "plane" location applies to a slice of 16 LEDs within the cube, at a specified location 

and orientation. It uses a combination of the axis that you want to address, and the 

position within the axis.

For example, to select all the LEDs on the bottom layer of the Cube, you need to specify 

the Z axis (which defines the vertical position) and position 0. The bottom layer is therefore

"Z0". Likewise, the top layer is "Z3".

To select all the LEDs on the front face of the Cube, you need to specify the Y axis (which 

defines the front-to-back position) and position 0, therefore "Y0". The back face of the 

Cube is "Y3", and so on.

Select The Entire Cube

As a convenient shorthand for applying a command to the entire cube, you can simply 

specify the "all" location.

Defining Colours

Colours can be specified using either RGB (red green blue) hexadecimal values just like in

HTML, or by using predefined names.

For example, you can specify a strong red by setting a high R value with low G and B 

values, such as "FF0000".

Bright white requires setting the R, G, and B values all to their maximum value, ie: 

"FFFFFF".

Turning an LED off entirely is done by setting all values to 0, ie: "000000".

Currently supported predefined colour names are BLACK, BLUE, GREEN, ORANGE, 

PINK, PURPLE, RED, WHITE, and YELLOW.



Available Commands

The location and colour definitions are combined with commands to generate different 

displays.

Entire Cube

all <colour>;

Set the entire cube to the specified colour. Eg: "all red;"

shift <axis> <direction>;

Move all LED colours in the specified direction. Eg: "shift X +;", or "shift Y -;"

Single LED

set <location> <colour>;

Set a single LED to the colour specified. Eg: "set 223 green;", or "set 011 6600aa;"

next <colour>;

Go to the next LED after the last one used and set it to the specified colour. Eg: "next 

blue;", or "next 0000ff;"

One Axis

setplane <axis> <offset> <colour>;

Set one plane of LEDs to the colour specified. Eg: "setplane X 2 orange;", or "setplane Y 3

00ff00;"

copyplane <axis> <from offset> <to offset>;

Copy all the LED settings from one plane to another. Eg: "copyplane X 2 1;"

moveplane <axis> <from offset> <to offset> <colour>;

Move all the LED settings from one plane to another, and fill in the LEDs left behind using 

the specified colour. Eg: "moveplane Z 1 3 black;", or "moveplane X 3 0 green;"

This instructional manual was created by Freetronics for the 4x4x4 RGB Cube. 

If you have any questions, or need help with any step listed in this guide, please contact us

at the email address supplied below:

www.lightcubez.com.au 

info@lightcubez.com.au 

mailto:info@lightcubez.com.au
http://www.lightcubez.com.au/
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